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Summary 

We examine a range of issues pertaining to heavy flavors Section 4 goes on to the next step, that of using heavy 
at the SSC, including heavy flavor production by gluon-gluon quark flavors to look for new physics. The topics specifically 
fusion and by shower evolution of gluon jets, flavor tagging, addressed include detecting a Higgs boson decaying to bottom 
reconstruction of Higgs and W bosons, and the study of rare quarks, measuring continuum W-pair production with one W 
decays and CP violation in the B meson system. A specific decaying leptonically and the other decaying to t and b quarks, 
detector for doing heavy flavor physics and tuned to this latter and searching for a fourth generation heavy quark decaying to 
study at the SSC, the TASTER, is described. a W plus a t quark. 

1. Introduction 

The topic of heavy flavors is central to doing much of the 
physics that is potentially capable of being explored at the 
SSC. Not only do long-sought particles like the Higgs boson 
decay preferentially into heavy quarks if MH < 2 Mw , but the 
weak decays of hadrons containing heavy quarks, and especially 
their CP violating decays, are interesting in and of themselves 
because of the probe they provide of physics of the standard 
model and beyond. Moreover, the production mechiinisms of 
heavy quarks are worthy of study in their own right, aa they 
provide insight into structure functions, fragmentation, etc., 
and allow us to test QCD in both its perturbative and non- 
perturbative aspects.’ 

We begin our detailed report in Section 2 with the dis- 
cussion of this last topic, heavy flavor production mechanisms 
and the corresponding rates, especially for the case of b quarks. 
The dominant production mechanism at low pr is from gluon 
fusion, but for transverse momenta significantly larger than 
the quark mass of relevance, “flavor excitation” from the beam 
protons and QCD shower evolution from gluon jets become 
dominant. 

A different kind of heavy flavor physics involves looking 
at their weak decays. The production of heavy flavors at the 
SSC exceeds by many orders of magnitude the data sample 
available at any other accelerator envisioned until now. This 
could permit the study, for example, of rare decays of hadrons 
containing b quarks and the study of mixing and CP violation 
in the B meson system. Section 5 summarizes recent theoreti- 
cal work on the subject of such rare decays, with emphasis on - 
estimating branching ratios and CP violating asymmetries for 
experimentally accessible interesting modes. This is used as in- 
put, together with ideas of tagging using cl, + c(p, to Section 6. 
There, a preliminary design and some physics possibilities are 
presented for a detector, the TASTER. It is a semi-forward 
spectrometer for use at the SSC in carrying out rare decay and 
CP violation studies in the B meaon system. The tentative 
outcome of the analysis of the capabilities of the TASTER, 
and in particular, the development of a trigger strategy for 
B mesons, encourages further exploration of the prospects for 
doing this kind of physics at the SSC. 

We then turn to the key question of detec;ng the heavy 
quarks that are produced, i.e. flavor tagging. There is more 
optimism reflected in the present report than was found at 
the Snowmaas Workshop of two years ago. A good part of it 
is based on recent results from using microvertex detectors in 
fixed target experiments to sort out successfully clean charm 
signals in the presence of very large backgrounds.’ Variants of 
this technique, as well as other tagging schemes, are discussed 
in Section 3. 

3. Heavy Flavor Production Rates 

For sufficiently heavy quarks, the dominant flavor produc- 
tion mechanism in QCD is gluon-gluon fusion: 

s+Q--+Q+8, (1) 

with total cross section 

aTOT w / dzldzzG(q, Q’)G(zz, Q2bb + g -+ Q + Q1. 

(4 
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In applying Eq. (2) a number of obvious questions come to 
mind: 

1. What are the higher order corrections to Eq. (2) and are 
they numerically important? 

2. How accurately is the gluon distribution function G(z, Q2) 
in Eq. (2) known for the SSC kinematic region? 

3. Is Eq. (1) the dominant production mechanism in all 
s kinematic regimes? 

4. How heavy is %ufficiently heavy”? 

The validity of Eq. (2) has been examined in detail by 
Collins, Soper and Sterman.j They conclude that gluon fusion 
is indeed the dominant mechanism for the total flavor produc- 
tion-cross sections, and that other mechanisms, such as “flavor 
excitation”, 

q+Q-+q+Q or g+Q+g+Q, (3) 

are relatively- suppressed. Flavor production estimates are 
presently done using the lowest order 2 * 2 QCD cross sections 
for Eq. (1). While full calculations of higher order perturba- 
tive QCD corrections have not yet been completed, the partial 
results in Ref. 4 suggest that these corrections should not be 
large. The largest source of uncertainty in Eq. (2) thus involves 
the parameterizations of the gluon distribution functions. 

The reliability of heavy flavor production rates according 
to Eq. (2) has been investigated by McKay and Ralston.s For 
bottom production at SSC energies, Eq. (2) samples the gluon 
distribution function at extremely small z (e.g., z < lo-‘). For 
modest Q2 = (2Mb)2, available data provide few (if any) con- 
straints on G(z,Q2), and cross section estimates are accord- 
ingly rather uncertain. This is illustrated in Ref. 5 by com- 
paring rate predictions for two different choices of the gluon 
distribution at small Qo: 

and 

sG(z,Qi) fi: const., for z < X0-’ , (4) 

sG(z, Qi) m  l/G, for z < lo-’ (5) 

for Qc = 5 GeV. Eqs. (4) and (5) are each consistent with 
constraints from deep inelastic scattering data. For sufficiently 
large Q at any fixed z, QCD evolution ultimately washes out 
the effects of these different initial conditions. However, for 
bottom production with Q  = 2Mb, the differences for evolution 
from Eqs. (4) and (5) are substantial, with Eq. (5) giving a total 
cross section through Eq. (2) which is more than three times 
as large as that arising from Eq. (4). 

Heavy quarks produced by the fusion process in Eq. (1) 
have 

P,(Q) = MS . (6) 
For transverse momenta significantly larger than this value, 
the fusion mechanism is no longer the primary source of heavy 
hadrons. Instead the flavor excitation process in Eq. (3) and 
the production of heavy flavors in shower evolution of gluon 
jets, 

g-+Q+O, (7) 

begin to dominate for pT > MO. The UAl group has examined 
single muon and dimuon production at the SppS and infer from 

their measurements a (preliminary) cross sections 

a,& = 1.3 f 0.1 f 0.2 microbarn (8) 

for 

Igl< 2 and pT 2 5 GeV/c . (9) 
The gluon-gluon fusion expectation7 is about 0.8 microbarn, 
with a possible factor of two uncertainty. The available data is 
thus consistent with substantial bottom productions occurring 
via the mechanism of Eq. (7). 

The relative importance of various bottom production mech- 
anisms at SSC is examined in Ref. 9. Figure 1 shows the total 
bottom production rates for pT > pf;llN for the fusion, fla- 
vor excitation and shower evolution processes. The results in 
Fig. 1 were calculated using ISAJET.‘O Fusion is seen to be the 
largest single contribution to 0~6 for prrR = 2 GeV/c. For high 
pT jets, the fusion mechanism is essentially negligible compared 
to bottom production in the shower evolution of gluon jets. It 
should be noted that the relative kinematic configurations of 
the Q  and Q are rather different for the fusion, flavor excitation 
and shower evolution mechanisms. Very crudely, fusion yields 
back-to-back Q and Q jets; shower evolution gives Q  and Q 
rather close together in a single jet, and flavor excitation has a 
high-p, Q-jet and a Q  “buried” in the beam remnants. Some 
initial investigations of the implications of these different kine- 
matic configurations are contained in Ref. 9. 

Bottom Production 

0 : Shower 
0 : Excitation 

prm (GeV/c) Il%c 

Figure 1 - The cross section for bottom production for pT > 

PT 
M*N for the fusion, shower evolution, and flavor excitation 

processes as a function of prln. 

The production of heavy flavors during QCD shower evo- 
lution of gluon jets is in fact quite common. Figure 2 shows 
heavy flavor multiplicities in the shower evolution of gg systems 
of invariant mass Q. These results are calculated using a coher- 
ent parton shower model” and assuming Mt = 45 GeV. The 
heavy flavor multiplicities per jet are half the values shown in 
this figure, and are consistent with the results given by Mueller 
and Nsson.i2 Since 

(10) 

it is clear from Fig. 2 that most heavy flavor production at 
high pT has nothing to do with heavy flavor production in 
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Gluon Jets A di!Ierent B-tagging scheme based on 

Figure 2 - Heavy flavor multiplicities” in the shower evolution 
of a gluon-gluon system of mass Q. Mt = 45 GeV is assumed. 

hard scattering subprocesses. Note that essentially all TeV 
gluon jets are expected to contain charm. 

3. Flavor Tagging 

The observation of displaced decay vertices is an effective 
technique for the tagging of charm and bottom which has been 
used successfully, particularly in charm studies at FNAL.2-For 
the SSC, serious questions arise in regards to the survival of 
microvertex detection electronics in a high luminosity environ- 
ment. This problem received considerable attention at Snow- 
mass two years ago13l14 and also during this meeting;” it will 
be taken up again in the last Section of this summary. The ten- 
tative conclusion of these studies is that some ‘backing-off’ in 
luminosity may be required to insure the survivability of the 
microvertex detector, typically from 1O33 down to 1032/~m2 
sec. For now we set aside this ‘technical difficulty’ and consider 
the subsequent problems of using microvertex information for 
tagging bottom production. 

At its design specifications, the SSC will produce ‘b& pairs 
at a rate which is several orders of magnitude greater than 
the rate at which events can be usefully recorded if they all 
were to be fully analyzed off-line. This fact is not necessarily 
a tragedy, in that it potentially allows the use of clever trigger 
and tagging strategies, using relatively rare B-decays, without 
the loss of ‘useful’ events for the physics issues in which one is 
interested. One such decay mode which was examined during 
the meeting is the decay chain 

B-,$+X, +- ++e c or p+p- (11) 

This decay sequence is relatively easy to trigger on, as is dis- 
cussed in more detail by Cox and Wagoner.15 The presence of 
the $ is particularly helpful in rejecting decay vertices arising 
from charm; only hadrons containing b quarks can have a $ 
coming from a secondary vertex. The (I decay to muon pairs 
in and of itself has the advantage of having a background pri- 
marily from directly produced $‘a and is also sufficiently simple 
and isolatable to be useful in first-level triggering. With the 
TASTER detector described in the last Section (including a 12 
GeV muon absorber) and a luminosity of 1032/cm2 set, a net 
1.5 x 10’ b6 pair-containing-events are tagged by this method 
in a 10’ set experimental run according to the detailed Monte 
Carlo calculations in Ref. 15. 

B+D’tv+X (12) 

has been investigated by Panvini and Reeves.le This scheme re- 
quires the joint identification of the charged lepton in Eq. (12) 
and the daughter pion from the subsequent D’+ ---) Box+ de- 
cays as coming from a secondary vertex. The low Q value in 
D’ 4 Dr decays assures us that 

(13) 

provides a reasonable estimate of the momentum of the D’ in 
Eq. (12), and hence a (partial) reconstruction of the parent B. 
The inclusive branching ratio for the process in Eq. (12) is of 
the order of 5%. Allowing some reductions in tagging efficien- 
cies due to various cuts made to clean up tagged events, this 
scheme could in principle possibly tag 1% of all B’s.16 The tech- 
nique proposed in Ref. 16 grew out of, and seems particularly 
promising for, c+e- annihilation. There, track multiplicities 
not associated with the B or B are low or even non-existent, 
and event rates are low enough that high tagging efficiency is 
very desirable. Monte Carlo studies on the feasibility of this 
method for hadron-hadron colliders have only just begun. 

At present, the most effective scheme for tagging top in 
high energy jets involves detection of isolated leptons from 

t+b.fu (14) 

semileptonic decays. This technique was investigated in de- 
tail by Lane and Rohlfl’ during Snowmsss ‘84, and efficien- 
cies of order 5 to 10% for top tagging were found. The iso- 
lated lepton analysis has now been repeated by Glover and 
Gottschalk,‘* using the improved version of ISAJET with ini- 
tial state radiation.” While the changes in event simulation 

- Monte Carlo models do not significantly reduce the effective- 
ness of top-tagging, the mass resolution for reconstruction of 

x 4 tf 05) 

is found’* to be somewhat worse than claimed in Ref. 17. This 
is simply a result of smearing due to the inclusion of occa- 
sional wide-angle bremsstrahlung of gluons from the initial 
state. Again, for pT > MQ it is found that direct heavy quark 
production in the hard scattering subprocess is relatively unim- 
portant compared with heavy flavor production in the shower 
evolution of gluon jets. 

A simple attempt to separate direct and shower production 
of bottom in jets is presented in Ref. 19. The analysis is based 
on two rather general kinematic consequences of the splitting 
in Eq. (7): 

1. The bottom hadron energy spectrum from Eq. (7) is 
rather softer than that from hadronization of bottom jets. 

2. The energy flow in gluon jets is significantly more spread 
out than in quark jets. 

The first point iz illustrated in the top half of Fig. 3 where 
distributions in dN/dz, for bottom mesons in b-jets (points) 
and gluon jets (histograms), for jets with pT = 200 GeV are 
presented. The curves are individually normalized to the bot- 
tom multiplicity per jet; the g -* B results should accordingly 



Without Shape Cuts 

With Shape Cuts 
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5emA3 zE = E(B)/E(Jet) 11-86 

Figure 3 - The distribution dN/dz, for bottom mesons in bjets 
(points) and in gluon jets (histogram) for jets with pT =.200 
GeV and without (upper) and with (lower) shape cuts on the 
energy distribution in the jet. 

be scaled up by about a factor of 200 to give a true indication 
of signal:background. 

The second point can be utilized to further isolate b quark 
jets by making simple cuts on the =shape” of jets. The anal- 
ysis in Ref. 19 first defines jets using a UAl-like jet finding 
algorithmZo with 

AR = ((a~)~ + (A4)‘]“” > 1 . 06) 

Given the jet axis and jet energy from this first step, the frac- 
tion fA of the total ET contained in a cone with AR = 0.4 
is calculated, and an additional cut fA > fo is imposed. The 
bottom half of Fig. 3 shows the effects of a cut fA > 0.8. In 
this particular example, the shape cut and a cut zE > 0.3 can 
reduce the background from Eq. (7) by more than an order of 
magnitude while accepting almost 70% of the prompt b + I3 
events. Without much effort at optimization, signal to noise 
rates of order 1:4 are easily achieved.lg 

4. New Physics Investigations Using Heavy Flavors 

A central fixture of SSC physics discussions is the Higgs 
boson. For Higgs masses below about 80 GeV, its discovery is 
likely before the SSC era at the SLC, LEP I, or LEP II. For 
masses above this but below 2Mw, the s-called “intermediate 
mass” Higgs, the dominant decay mode is to the most massive 
quark-antiquark pair allowed by phase space. 

At the 1984 Snowmass meeting the possibility of detect- 
ing a Higgs boson decaying to top quarks at the SSC was 
evaluated.21 The overall prognosis for Higgs detection was 
gloomy, particularly after cuts were made to reduce very high 
backgrounds, jet reconstruction ambiguities were taken into 
account, and detector resolution folded in. Semileptonic de- 
cays involving missing neutrinos gave rise to substantial low 

mass tails to the reconstructed Higgs mass peak, and signal to 
background in the mass band around the peak was about 0.04. 

At this meeting the subject has been re-opened in the form 
of an examination of the possibilities of detecting a Higgs boson 
decaying to bottom quarks. 22 This was motivated by several 
things that have happened in the past couple of years. First, 
our level of certainty about the t quark mass has decreased; 
at this time it is still quite possible that the t quark is heav- 
ier than A4w. Second, the Monte Carlo programs to generate 
both signal and background events have very much improved. 
Third, additional ideas and corresponding algorithms to en- 
hance and/or separate heavy quark jets from jets due to light 
quarks or gluons have been developed, as discussed in Section 3. 
Finally, the possibility that H + b6 might be the decay mode 
of choice for detecting the intermediate mass Higgs seems likely 
to improve the signal to background ratio. This is so because 
a) background processes containing ic combinations where the 
c is mistaken for a b are suppressed by KM angles (unlike the 
situation for H + tt; where 6t with the 5 mistaken for a f, 
proved a very serious backgroundl’); and b) the long b lifetime 
gives the opportunity for identification of b quark jets by means 
of secondary vertices that would not be available for t jets. 

The investigation of detecting the Higgs boson decaying to 
b6 was undertaken with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program23 
to generate both signal and background events, with the signal 
events being ‘tagged’ by an accompanying W  or 2: 

pp-rHO+(WorZ)+X 07) 

The signal for b jets was enhanced, and the background from 
gluon jets decreased by requiring that (1) one of the two jets 
contain a lepton with a transverse momentum relative to the 
jet axis of greater than 1 GeV, and (2) that both jets satisfy 
a cutlg that 70% of their energy lie in a cone of AR < 0.5. 
These cuts bring the signal to background ratio to 0.8 in the 
rather broad Higgs mass peak region. While not conclusive, 
especially because the resulting signal of about 2,000 events - 
for an integrated luminosity of 1040/cm2 is not enormous, this 
is considerably more encouraging than the case when Ho + tf, 
and indicates that it merits further study both with a central 
detector and a semi-forward one. 

Another subject of great physics interest is the possibility 
of tagging continuum W-pair production, 

q+q-+w++w-. (18) 

This is investigated through use of the decay chain 

W+-+/A+V,,, W--+bf-+biip-fi,, 09) 

and its charge conjugate in Ref. 24. ISAJET events for both 
Eq. (19) and the single-W QCD backgrounds, 

q+g’--‘W+g, etc. (20) 

are examined for p,(W) m  100 GeV. Initial event selection cuts 

P~(PLZ) > 10 GeV (21) 

P,(P~ -PACI~ > 20 GeV (22) 

Ec~NE(~~, AR = 0.4) < 15 GeV (23) 
provide a useful trigger for Eq. (19) while eliminating (essen- 
tially) all QCD backgrounds except for top production in the 



recoil jet in Eq. (20). In Ref. 24, the muon with the largest 
pT is simply assumed to come from W  + pu decay. With the 
additional selection cut in Eq. (22), this assignment is found 
to be correct about 90% of the time. 

The cuts in Eqs. (21)-(23) give an acceptance of about 25% 
for Eq. (19) and about 0.2% for the background in Eq. (20). 
The signal-tc+noise level at this stage in the analysis is about 
130. Several additional cuts are then imposed to reduce the 
background level. A transverse mass AfT(pr, pr+,,ss,Na) is 
constructed using the muon with largest pT and the total miss- 
ing transverse momentum in the event. The additional neu- 
trino from top decay distorts, but does not destroy, the ex- 
pected peak in the transverse mass distribution, as seen in the 
top half of Fig. 4. Candidate W  + pu events are selected by a 
cut, 35 GeV < A&P < 140 GeV. Next, jets near the muon (~2) 
with lower pT are found using a simple jet finding algorithm, 
and a cut, 55 GeV < iU < 80 GeV, is imposed on the M(pr, jet, 
jet) mass distribution shown in the bottom half of Fig. 4. Fi- 
nally, the net transverse momentum of the reconstructed W W  
system was required to be less than 20 GeV. 

40 - M(~~oJetlsJetd 

0 40 60 120 160 
M (GeV/c’) 5609A4 

Figure 4 - Reconstructed mass distributions for W  pair pro- 
duction where one W  decays to PY and is reconstructed from 
an observed muon and pT--u,ss,wO (upper histogram) and the 
second W  decays to bt, followed by semileptonic decay of the 
t; and is reconstructed from the second muon and two (b con- 
taining) jets (lower histogram). 

The conclusions of Ref. 24 are encouraging when compared 
to that of the Heavy Higgs group at the UCLA meeting25, 
which concluded that no cuts could be found to separate 
the signal in Eq. (19) from the background in Eq. (20) for 
hadronic W  decays into light flavors. With the additional top 
tagging, the identification of Eq. (19) is apparently possible 
(albeit barely). It is still discouraging, however, that in one 
SSC year at full luminosity one is left using this method with 
20 events of the type in Eq. (19), together with a residual QCD 
background of about 80 events! 

The possibility of detecting a fourth generation, charge 
-l/3 heavy quark, v, at the SSC is investigated in Refs. 26 
and 28. In both these works, the v quark is assumed to decay 

into top plus a real W, and the production/decay sequence 

g+g+v+o+(tW-)+(fW+) (24) 

is investigated. The total cross section for this process is quite 
large, typically 3000-500 pb for Mu w 200 - 500 GeV. 

Reference 26 investigates the scenario in which one of the 
W ’s in Eq. (24) decays leptonically, and both t’s and the other 
W  decay into hadronic jets. The analysis in Ref. 26 is based 
on very high statistics ISAJET simulations, with 1OOK events 
for Eq. (24) as well as 1OOK events for the background process 
of continuum W-pair production. Given thii large ‘event’ sam- 
ple, the analysis procedure essentially involves stringent mass 
cuts for pairs of jets reconstructing to t’s or W ’s. As a typical 
example, events with a reconstructed leptonic W  decay and six 
distinct hadronic jets are examined! Next, pairwise combina- 
tions of jets are formed and identified with a W  or t if 65 GeV 
< M  < 105 GeV or 30 GeV < M  < 50 GeV, respectively. 
Finally, in events with two tagged W ’s and 2 tagged t’s, the 
t t-) W  pairing which gave the more nearly equal masses for the 
reconstructed v’s was chosen. The resulting signal is impres- 
sive and the background from continuum W-pair production is 
shown to be negligible. 20 This success relies on the severe cuts 
used to identify hadronic top and W  decays. Only 0.4% of 
the total event sample for Eq. (24) survives the cuts imposed. 
The weakness of thii analysis is in the background estimates 
and the associated question of triggering. The initial event 
selection criteria require only a charged lepton with pT > 25 
GeV and at least 25 GeV of missing transverse momentum. 
For these cuts, single-W production as in Eq. (20) will be an 
overwhelming background and cause serious problems at the 
trigger level.27 

Some initial attempts to deal with the trigger and back- 
ground problems surrounding Eq. (24) are presented in Ref. 28. 
As a specific signature for the process in Eq. (24), events are se- - 
lected with two isolated, high-p, charged leptons on the same 
side, corresponding to leptonic W  decay and aemileptonic t 
decay of the daughters of a single heavy quark. Reconstruc- 
tion of the v-quark mass is then done by examining various jet 
mass combinations on the other side of the event (the trans- 
verse momentum of the most energetic lepton in the trigger 
provides an axis for the specification of “same” and “opposite” 
sides). To avoid contamination from obvious sources of is* 
lated, high-p, lepton pairs (e.g., 2 or r*), the charged leptons 
in the trigger can be required to have different flavors. In order 
to have any sensible separation of same-side and opposite-side 
jets, the algorithm in Ref. 28 must be restricted to events with 
P.,(V) > M”. This high-p, selection provides further back- 
ground suppression. 

The Monte Carlo event sample used in the calculations of 
Ref. 28 was rather small (about two orders of magnitude fewer 
events than in Ref. 26), and the reconstructed mass distribu- 
tions shown in Ref. 28 are accordingly somewhat marginal. 
The results in Ref. 28 (and presumably in Ref. 26 as well) 
are found to be rather sensitive to details of the jet finding 
algorithm used in the analysis. While neither of the v-quark 
studies is conclusive, it seems plausible that some combination 
of the techniques used in these works can allow detection of 
the process in Eq. (24) f or v-quark masses up to a few hundred 
GeV. 



6. Rare Decays and CP Violation 
in the B Meson System 

The promise of interesting physics in the B meson system 
is very tempting. In particular, there are specific decay modes 
of the neutral B mesons within which one expects CP violating 
asymmetries at the several percent level in the standard model. 
Not only does one have the prospect of observing CP violation 
outside the neutral K meson system, its only observational 
piate until now, but the magnitude of the symmetry is in some 
cases much larger than jcK 1, providing a pattern characteristic 
of the standard model az distinguished from other explanations 
of CP non-invariance. 

However, the B meson branching fractions or mixing rates 
times branching fractions that go with the ‘big” asymmetries 
are very small, typically from lo-’ to lo-‘! That is where the 
SSC comes in, for only at the SSC can one clearly envision 
B meson production at a level so as to make some of these 
experiments feasible even in principle. The main experimental 
problem is of-course to fish out a large enough sample of B 
decays in the appropriate channels. This is the subject of the 
next Section. But first we need to know what specifically are 
the appropriate channels and what are their branching ratios? 

This was reexamined at this meeting in the light of the 
current experimental situation for B decays and theoretical 
insights over the past couple of years.2g-32 There still are con- 
siderable uncertainties in many of the calculated rates. It is 
important to bear this in mind and to consider both as large a 
spectrum of processes of interest as possible together with the 
corresponding range of theoretically predicted rates in order to 
get a rough idea of what the physics potential of the SSC might 
be. Needless to say, even a few crudely measured branching ra- 
tios for rare B decays would serve to tie down the theoretical 
calculations and allow much more incisive predictions of which 
specific processes it is beet to concentrate on and what level of 
statistics iz needed to realize a significant measurement. 

Rare B decays like B -+ Kc(+c(- and B + K’7 are ex- 
pected at the lo-’ level in branching ratio.2g They are a kind of 
benchmark for this type of physics, az they are expected in the 
standard mode1 through one loop (“electromagnetic penguin”) 
diagrams. The branching ratio for the former is insensitive to 
the t quark mass; that for the latter depends rather strongly 
on it. 

Related, but less certain, are the rates for processes in- 
volving “penguin” diagrams with gluons. Examples are Bd -+ 
Kt$, B, -t 44, etc., which likely have branching ratios in the 
neighborhood*’ of a few times 10m5. As we will discuss shortly, 
the presence of these diagrams is important in a number of de- 
cay channels where it is possible to look for CP violation. 

There are also rare B decays that do not depend on Upen- 
guins” like B + w and B -+ 77. The former process is 
proportional to the rate for the b -+ u transition. It also is 
expected2g at the level of a few times lo-’ or so. 

Much more interesting if they are found, because they must 
originate beyond the standard model, are decays such as B + 
pr or B -t Kpr which involve flavor changing neutral currents. 
There is a wide range of possible predicted rates, depending on 
the model and, more specifically on the couplings and mazs of 
the particle whose couplings change flavors. It is possible to 
envision*’ branching fractions aa big as “standard model” rare 
modes, i.e. a few times lo-‘; it also is possible in the same 

. kinds of models to push these branching ratios down below 
lo-‘. Of course, at the moment, nothing demands a departure 
from the standard model where these processes are forbidden. 

Turning to CP violation in the B meson system, there are 
several different avenues for its experimental investigation. The 
most direct extension from what we are familiar with in the 
neutral K system is to look for CP violation in the B” - B” 
mass matrix. The standard avenue is to look for a charge 
asymmetry in Be aemileptonic decays, in particular, a non- 
zero value of the quantity 

when both B’s in a B” - Do system decay semileptonically. 
This requires both the presence of B - B mixing and CP via 
lation. Estimates based on the standard model indicate values 
Of %emilcpfonic w  10m3 and a few percent mixing for Bd, so 
that more than 10” B - B pairs are needed for a 3 standard 
deviation effect.32 The B, case is no better. This is not the 
optimal place to look first, unless non-standard model physics 
intervenes. 

A more optimistic situation is encountered by considering 
nonleptonic decays with a final state that is common to both B 
and B. Again mixing is essential to obtaining a non-vanishing 
difference between the decay rate for a B and a B, even if CP 
violation is present. One may also look for a proper time de- 
pendence in the decay of a B or B to the common final state. 
In either case it is necessary to know if one starts with a B 
or a B, i.e. one needs to tag either from knowledge of the 
parentage of the decaying particle or knowledge of the accom- 
panying B or B. Typical decay modes are generated at the 
quark level from b -+ c Ed and show up in exclusive channels 
like Bd + q!~Ks, Bd + Di?, and B, -+ &$. Their branching 
ratios are probably at the 10m3 level,2g-32 but could be larger 
in particular cases. The projected asymmetries on the other - 
hand, could well be fairly large, from a couple percent up to 
20 percent.2g-32 

A final class of CP violating asymmetries can arise without 
the presence of mixing, but with different final state interac- 
tions for two (or more) contributions to the same final ampli- 
tude. Such asymmetries in decay rates between a particle and 
an antiparticle can arise aa true interferences at the hadron 
level between two cascade chains to the same final state, or at 
the quark level as an interference between spectator and an- 
nihilation or spectator and =penguinn contributions to the full 
amplitude. Examples are to be found in neutral B decays such 
as & + K+R- and its charge conjugate, but also for charged 
B decays such az B, + K+p” and its charge conjugate. Here 
one has the big advantage that tagging the nature of the de- 
caying B is not necessary; it signs its own name (whether a B 
or B) through its decay products. The difficulty arises from 
small branching ratios of 10m6 up to a few times lo-’ for typ- 
ical ~a.zes,*~-~* and small to moderate asymmetries of 1 to 10 
percent.2g-32 The calculations are particularly uncertain be- 
cause they involve, for example, the interference of spectator 
and penguin diagrams with different Kobayazhi-Mazkawaf,c- 
tom and matrix elements. 

Even with these uncertainties, it seems better to look at 
processes with very small branching ratios, but potentially 
larger asymmetries. Thus we concentrate on a few examples of 
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this type in the next Sectton when we explore the capabilities 
of the TASTER to do this type of physics. 

0. The TASTER: A Detector for Studying B Decays 

During the course of the discussions which took place in 
the Heavy Flavor Working Group, many of the participants 
reached the conclusion that the physics of B decays (and in 
particular the rare and CP violating decays) was of sufficient 
interest to merit a dedicated, specially designed detector and 
interaction region at the SSC. Such a detector, with the capa- 
bility of detecting and reconstructing hadrons containing bot- 
tom quarks, could also be used to search for heavier generations 
of quarks which decay into bottom. A detector which was spe- 
cially designed to maximize the collection of B decays would 
be quite different in configuration from the generic 4~ detector. 

The detector configuration dubbed the “TASTER” and 
shown schematically in Figure 5 is a beginning of a design 
which is optimized for the collection of bottom decays. The 
elements of the detector as well as its overall configuration 
are dictated by the dynamics of the dominant mechanism for 
beauty production at fi = 40 TeV, gg + b6, and by the re- 
quirement of complete reconstruction of the B meson or baryon 
from its decay products. 

THE “TASTER” 
RARE B DECAY spECTROMElER !XHEMAT IC 
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Figure 5 - Schematic representation of the “TASTER” detector 

References 5, 7, and 15 have investigated the features of 
gluon fusion production of b6 final states at SSC energies and 
have found several striking features. First, the majority of the 
b6 production is at low transverse momentum. Any experiment 
that attempts to accumulate large numbers of B decays must 
detect low transverse momentum B’s. Second, the B’s (and, 
therefore, their decay products) have relatively low momen- 
tum, comparable to TEV II fixed target experiments. This 
leads to problems for the detector both in preparing proper 
triggers and in separation of the B decay products from the 
backgrounds due to events which make up much of the total 
cross section. Third, the momentum of the B’s are highly cor- 
related with the production angle of the B’s. The only region 

which contains B’s with appreciable momentum is the forward 
region along either beam direction. Finally, there is a strong 
correlation of the b and the 6 directions. They are preferen- 
tially produced with both the b and the 6 emitted along the 
beam direction (see Fig. 3b of Ref. 15). The most fruitful re- 
gion for collecting both the b and the 8 simultaneously is the 
angular region below 20 degrees, where the angle is measured 
with respect to either beam direction. In fact, approximately 
25% of the b and 6 quarks are emitted into the same 20 de- 
gree angle along a given beam direction. The acceptance for b6 
pairs can thus be doubled by constructing two detectors, one 
along each beam direction. 

These features make it possible to plan for a heavily instru- 
mented detector which covers only the forward regions along 
one or the other beam directions. The coverage of a limited 
solid angle additionally permits one to consider complete par- 
ticle identification and reconstruction, which is necessary for 
exploring many facets of the physics of B decays and which 
would be hard to accomplish over the entire 47r solid angle. 
The extreme forward region, below one degree, is not covered. 
Such coverage would produce a limited increase in statistics be- 
cause of the rapidly falling production cross sections at large 
rapidities. The additional expense and the increase in technical 
problems that would be incurred by attempting such coverage 
was thought not to be worth the relatively moderate increase 
in statistics that could be gained. 

A beginning was made during the Heavy Flavor Working 
Group sessions in considering the serious problems that a de- 
tector, configured as above, and attempting to go down to 
relatively low momentum to collect as many b6 decays as pos- 
sible, will encounter in trying to sort out the desired signals. 
The large multiplicities of SSC events (see Figures 6a and 6b) 
and the high operating luminosities present particular prob- 
lems both in sorting out the response of various components 
and in the level of radiation damage that each component must 
withstand. Some of these issues are discussed and a few con- - 
elusions drawn in what follows below. 

Discussions of the maximum rate at which such a for- 
ward detector could operate, like previous discussions at ear- 
lier workshops, were somewhat inconclusive. However, unlike 
some experiments which, for example, will search for high pr 
phenomena selected by calorimetric triggers, an experiment 
which seeks to maximize the number of b6 pairs that are com- 
pletely reconstructible may not be able to operate at the maxi- 
mum luminosity available at the SSC (1033/cm2sec) simply be- 
cause of the limitation on the number of 66 events that can be 
recorded. The Offline Computing Group at the Fermilab Trig- 
gering Workshopss considered a logging rate of a few events 
per second with a megabyte per event to be a feasible data 
acquisition capability that experiments should plan for at the 
SSC. At a reduced luminosity of 103*/cm2 set the expected 
inelastic pp total cross section of 100 mb will lead to 10’ inter- 
actions per second. Out of this, a few events per second can be 
logged. The 58 cross section itself is expected to be3-5*7*gf4 200 
to 400 microbarns, leading to 2 to 4 x 10’ 58 pairs produced 
per second! Because of the restrictions on the data logging 
rate, perhaps only 10 (at most, probably 100 events) can be 
recorded per second even if a trigger that was perfectly selec- 
tive for the signal could be constructed. 

Therefore, it is likely that the operating luminosity for the 
TASTER will be limited by the saturation of the data acquisi- 
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Figure 6 - The total charged multiplicity (a), and the corre- 
sponding photon multiplicity (b), ss predicted by PYTHIA 
into the solid angle of the TASTER detector. 

tion rate with a given trigger strategy. At present a luminos- 
ity of 103’/cm2 set seems more than enough to saturate the 
data collection rate even if the rather selective dimuon trigger 
strategy discussed in Ref. 15 is used. Other trigger strategies 
may still be unearthed that require the maximum luminosity 
that is potentially available at the SSC, but at the present the 
b + q!~+ . . . + p+p- + . . . trigger seems to offer the best 
opportunity for triggering and tagging a clean sample of b de- 
cays. If data acquisition systems with more capability can be 
constructed, operation at luminosities greater than 1O32 may 
become possible, but other problems such as radiation damage 
(which is already serious at 1032) may become the ultimate 
limitation. 

Therefore, since the TASTER may be limited by data ac- 
quisition and logging capabilities, trigger strategies which sac- 
rifice b6’s for purity of the data sample can be entertained. In 
particular, the authors of Ref. 15 have investigated the feasi- 
bility of a trigger on $J + c(+c(-, where the $‘s come from the 
decay of B mesons with a 1.1% inclusive branching fraction. 
The presence of a 11, at a secondary vertex also unambiguously 
tags the event as having a b. Their conclusion is that the total 
trigger rate at a luminosity of 1032/cm2 set into the solid angle 
for a TASTER-like detector for muon pairs due to pion decays, 
pion punch through, directly produced t,!~‘s and the signal itself 
is fairly consistent with the data acquisition and logging rates 
(10’ - 102/sec) expected to be available for SSC experiments. 
This dimuon trigger (see below) will preserve an acceptable 
fraction (- 5%) of the signal for b -+ $ + . . . -+ p+p- + . . ., 
which is the process of interest. When the requirements that 
the muon pair arise from a $J and that the $J come from a 

secondary vertex are imposed offline, a huge rejection against 
the various backgrounds from charm decays and from other 
muon pair sources is achieved, since no mechanism other than 
bottom decays can produce a 4(, at a secondary vertex. 

The major offline background to a B data sample obtained 
by this strategy is due to mismeasured directly produced $J’S 
which appear to be coming from a secondary vertex. The aver- 
age separation of the secondary vertex from the primary vertex 
in the dimensions transverse to the beam direction is 170 mi- 
crons because of the relatively long lifetime (- 1.2 x lo-i2 sec- 
onds) and the average p,(- 6.5 GeV/c according to PYTHIA) 
of the b quarks. These decay flight paths are long enough that 
the microvertex detector discussed below should have relatively 
little problem in resolving B decay secondary vertices from 
primary vertices because of the expected good resolution for 
reconstructing vertex positions in the transverse plane. Since 
the ratio of +‘s from b + $ to ,directly produced r/~‘s has risen 
at fi = 40 TeV to 3:1, the rejection of directly produced $J’S 
need only be rather modest. It seems completely feasible even 
with the lower resolution of a microvertex detector placed rela- 
tively far from the interaction point (ss is the case at the SSC, 
because of radiation damage and the finite size of the beam 
intersection region, - 7 cm) to achieve rejection of directly 
produced $‘s of better than 10p2. Therefore, the dominant 
background considered thus far appears to be completely neg- 
ligible. 

Other strategies for tagging B decays involving semilep- 
tonic decays of the Bd have been discussed (such as the decay 
& + D’ + L+ v + X discussed in Ref. 16). These strategies are 
interesting ss a tag of a B decay, but the trigger rates encoun- 
tered when attempting to separate the b6 events from the back- 
grounds due to pion decay (for the muons) and photon-hadron 
overlaps (for electrons) in high multiplicity SSC interactions 
are likely to be large. This fact makes it unlikely that semilep- 
tonic decays can be effectively used as a trigger. The trigger _ 
rates in question have yet to be studied in detail. In addition, 
while the numbers of & semileptonic decays produced in var- 
ious channels are large because of relatively large branching 
ratios, the effects of the various cuts necessary to get a clean 
sample of single leptons and pions (in the vicinity of a jet) 
have not yet been completely calculated. Finally, the complete 
reconstruction of the B hadron is manifestly impossible in a 
decay mode in which a neutrino is present, so many kinds of B 
physics are precluded if semileptonic modes are used. Further 
study is needed to ascertain the potential of this tag in the en- 
vironment of high multiplicity hadron-hadron interactions and 
multiple charm production. 

The components which a spectrometer designed to accumu- 
late b6 pairs and completely reconstruct their decays should 
have are indicated in the schematic drawing of the detector 
(Fig. 5). These elements are briefly discussed below: 

A. Silicon Microstrip Detector 

A planar microvertex detector covering the lo < 0 < 20’ 
solid angle of the TASTER is an absolutely essential compo- 
nent of a detector constructed to study bottom since an out- 
standing characteristic of b hadrons is their long lifetime. As 
discussed above, the TASTER must be capable of detecting the 
secondary vertices produced by such decays. This microvertex 
detector should be placed ss close to the interaction region as 
possible in order to maximize the resolution in the transverse 
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position of the secondary vertex while still allowing the detec- 
tor to survive the radiation damage at 1032/cm2 set luminos- 
ity for 10’ seconds (a canonical one year run). The radiation 
damage criteria would dictate that we position the microver- 
tex detector as far from the interaction region as possible. A 
positioning of 20 cm from the center of the interaction region, 
while not completely optimum, has been used for the purposes 
of this study. This detector is presently thought to be com- 
posed of 12 planes of 300 micron silicon ruled into 25 micron 
strips in three modules (2, z’, u, and v orientations separated 
by 10 cm). The number of planes one can use is limited by the 
fact that, among other things, the silicon represents an appre- 
ciable fraction of an interaction length for all of the secondaries 
combined. 

With a microvertex detector positioned at 20 cm from the 
center of the interaction region, resolutions on the transverse 
positions of the secondary and primary vertex of better than 
25 microns should be possible. As can be seen from Figs. 7a 
and 7b, the distances which the b hadrons travel before decay- 
ing in the forward solid angle for an SSC experiment are large 
compared to the estimated uz,r - 25 micron resolution for a 
planar microvertex detector covering the lo < 0 < 20’ solid 
angle of the TASTER. (a) 
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Figure 7 - The distribution of the distances (in cm) of the 
bottom decay vertices relative to the production point for a b 
lifetime of 1.2 x lo-l2 seconds (a) in the direction along the 
beam, and (b) in Ar in the plane perpendicular to the beam 
direction. 

At that distance from the interaction region, radiation dam- 
age is a serious problem. We have left a 2 mm radius hole in 
the center of the silicon detector planes, both to allow the 
unimpeded passage of the beams (a - 7 microns) and also to 
minimize the radiation damage in the central strips. At 20 cm 
distance from the center of the interaction region, this hole rep- 
resents a 0.5 degree aperture, so we have a more than adequate 
match to the lo < 6 < 20° coverage of the rest of the detector. 
Figure 8 shows the radiation damage integrated over each 25 
micron strip for a 29 cm positioning of a detector with such 
a hole in the silicon planes. We have expressed the radiation 
in terms of dosage per 25 micron strip, since radiation damage 
to a silicon detector is apparently manifested35 as an increase 
in electronic noise until a minimum ionizing signal is buried in 
the noise, rather than any diminishing of the signal level it- 
self. Therefore, any radiation problem should be proportional 
to the integrated radiation dose on a given strip. The 100 or 
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Figure 8 - Radiation damage expected to be suffered in a year 
of operation (10’ set) at a luminosity of 1032/cm2 set in the 
TASTER silicon detector positioned 20 cm from the center of 
the SSC interaction region. 

so strips in the central region of the microvertex detector ex- 
perience damage at a level between lo6 and 10’ rads per year 
in this configuration. 

This level may be acceptable, although few measurements 
are available. If not, two possible solutions are: move the 
silicon detector back from the interaction region (thereby de- - 
creasing the transverse spatial resolution on secondary decay 
vertices and, therefore, the background rejection) or, consider 
cumbersome (but conceivable) mechanical systems in which 
the central 109 strips of each plane can be remotely changed 
every few days without breaking the machine vacuum. 

B. Pre-Magnet Tracking System 

This is a system of relatively standard PWC’s with wire 
spacings of 1.5 to 2 mm. The main purpose of this system is to 
allow the measurement of Kg’s produced in the b decays. Since 
normally the Kg’s will decay beyond the microvertex detector, 
some additional measuring capability is necessary upstream of 
the magnet. The most serious difficulty with this system is the 
operation at high rates. 

C. Analysis Magnet 

This is a relatively simple 45 kG-m integral B * de dipole 
magnet for momentum analysis of charged tracks. Without ex- 
tensive Monte Carlo estimates, we have judged from previous 
experiments that mass resolutions for systems of charged par- 
ticles quite a bit better than 50 MeV/c2 (sufficient to resolve 
purely charged particle decays of the Bd from those of the B,) 
should be possible with such a magnet. This mass resolution 
will be considerably improved by use of the trick of fixing the 
dimuon mass to 3.097 GeV/c2 for those events found to be in 
the $J peak. 

0 



D. Post-Magnet Tracking System 8On F ’ I I 

This straight-forward system consists of an adequate num- 
ber of PWC’s (with 2 mm wire spacings) to provide post- 
magnet trajectory information on charged tracks before and 
after the ring imaging counter. 

E. Ring Imaging Cerenkov Counter 

24 

60 

I6 

Thii highly segmented device is essential for the complete 
reconstruction of the final states of the B decays. In particu- 
lar, the reconstruction of B, and Bd mesons will be ambiguous 
unless good K - R identification can be achieved over a consid- 
erable kinematic range. However, due to the moderate momen- 
tum of K’s and X’S from both b decays and from backgrounds, 
good identification of K’s can be achieved using a relatively 
short ring imaging Cerenkov counter.% Figures 9a and 9b show 
the momentum spectrum of K’s from b decay and those from 
events making up the total cross section, respectively. We note 
that K’s are so numerous in events composing the total cross 
section (< nK >= 3.1 per event into the solid angle of the 
TASTER), that they will provide no special signature for a b 
trigger. Therefore, there is no premium on the fast extraction 
of information from the Cerenkov detector. Reference 36 dis- 
cusses a particular model of this device which is suitable for 
the TASTER. The problems of developing algorithms to sort 
out the rings in such high multiplicity events has been studied 
in Ref. 36 with relatively positive results. 
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Figure 10 - The momentum spectra within the TASTER solid 
angle of (a) electrons from the semileptonic decays B: + 
DOe*y, and of (b) muons from the decay B + $K + p+p-K 

detector and a total of 9 interaction lengths for the hadronic 
detector will be adequate for the needs of the TASTER. No 
special techniques will be necessary for the hadronic detector 
since neither hermeticity (obviously) nor extraordinary energy 
resolution is being contemplated for the TASTER spectrome- 
ter at this time. While not essential for the processes discussed 
below, the hadronic calorimeter could well be important for 
other physics involving, e.g. a jet trigger. It is most likely 
that uranium plate (for density)-gas calorimetry will suffice. 
The electromagnetic part of this calorimeter may require good 
energy and position resolution for photons, since complete re- 
construction of B decays is being proposed, but this issue has 
not been adequately investigated at this time. 16 
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Figure 9 - Momentum spectrum of K’s into the TASTER solid 
angle from (a) B,f --t c/K*, and from (b) total cross section 
events. 

F. Transition Radiation Detector 

This device is included for additional electron identification 
beyond that possible in the calorimeter. This is particularly 
useful for identification of the decay products from semielec- 
tronic decays of B’s. It is anticipated that an additional sup- 
pression of pion contamination in the electron signal by a factor 
of 10 to 50 can be achieved in the momentum range appropri- 
ate for semielectronic decays of B’s into the TASTER solid 
angle (see Fig. 1Oa) using TRD techniques already developed 
at the present time. 

G. Electromagnetic and Hadronic Calorimetry 

The primary use of this calorimetry is electron-pion sepa- 
ration by an E (from calorimeter)/p (from magnetic analysis) 
calculation and formation of additional triggers designed to in- 
sure high momentum electrons in the trigger sample. The pre- 
liminary estimate is that a 24 radiation length electromagnetic 

H. Muon Detector 

The muon detector serves both to identify muons and to 
provide the information for the first level muon trigger. The 
detector is composed of planes of trigger counters buried in 

- steel. Both 12 and 20 GeV/c thicknesses of steel have been 
considered for this trigger device in Ref. 15. A configuration of 
trigger counters that is highly segmented and which has octant 
symmetry has been investigated by those authors. The trigger 
rates for high mass dimuon pairs (M > 2.5 GeV/c’) due to 
pion decays, punch through, directly produced $‘s decaying 
into muon pairs, and the signal (6 + $ + . . . -+ p+p- + . . .) 
itself have been foundI to be in the range 10 to 100 per sec- 
ond for the 12 GeV/c thick detector. This trigger rate is close 
to that which might be bearable for a data acquisition and 
logging system at the SSC. About 5% of the total inclusive 
b-+$+ . . . --) p+p- + ..* rate over the entire 4~ solid an- 
gle both goes into the TASTER solid angle and survives this 
dimuon trigger for a 12 GeVfc thick muon detector. About 
2.5% survives a 20 GeV/c thick muon detector. The relatively 
low momentum of the electrons from the semileptonic decays 
of B mesons and the muons from the rl, decay are shown in 
Figs. 10a and lob, respectively. For comparison, the momen- 
tum of the muons from pion decays due to total cross section 
events (< n,h >m 35 in the TASTER solid angle) is shown in 
Fig. 4a of Ref. 15. It is obvious from these distributions that 
the selection of a minimum momentum cutoff for either a single 
lepton or dilepton trigger is a delicate proposition. In order to 
preserve the signal, even at 4 = 40 TeV, it is essential that 
the cutoff not be too high; it obviously can not be too low and 
still achieve a finite trigger rate. 
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The various interferences with the accelerator by the 
TASTER, as represented by these eight components, have been 
investigated to some extent. In general, this device, which can 
approximately fit into one of the short (+’ 20 meters), high 
luminosity (up to 10a3/cmz set) regions planned for the SSC, 
appears to have relatively small impact upon the machine de- 
sign. Since it will not require the maximum luminosity and 
is relatively modest in size, it is an attractive candidate for 
early operation. The three areas of interference which have 
been considered in discussions with the Central Design Group 
of the SSC thus far have been: 1) the question of compensation 
for the relatively weak dipole field of the analysis magnet, 2) 
the encroachment of the muon shield on the low beta quads at 
the 20 meter point, and 3) the difficulty of designing a beam 
region vessel large enough to contain the microvertex detector 
described above in item A while still maintaining the machine 
vacuum in spite of the massive number of cable feedthroughs 
that would be required. These do not appear to be especially 
serious problems. 

We consider a measurement of CP violation in the B meson 
system ss a high sensitivity benchmark of the effectiveness of 
a spectrometer like the TASTER operated at the SSC. While 
this is the most difficult of the goals of such a detector, a 
demonstration of its capability for performing such a measure- 
ment would be a very significant argument for its construction. 
Rare B decays need a separate, extensive analysis, although it 
appears that a decay like B+ -+ K+ g+j~- may be susceptible 
to a trigger strategy similar to that for measuring CP violation. 

There are many general issues concerning searches of this 
type for CP violating asymmetries. An experiment based on 
the trigger 11, + L+.C- (or for that matter any other charac- 
teristic of B decays that serves to separate a B signal from 
the total cross section) can be conducted in one of two ways. 
Either the trigger/tag B decay may be analyzed or the non- 
trigger B (which is decaying in a completely unspecified way) 
may be searched for after the 66 identity of the event has been 
established. In either case, CP violating asymmetries may ap- 
pear as differences in relative decay rates for CP- conjugate 
decays of B and B mesons into various final states or, more 
sensitively, in differences of the decay time distributions of the 
B and B decays. The B and B decay modes which are being 
compared can result in a final state which may or may not be 
a CP eigenstate. CP violating asymmetries may be found in 
either type of decay, but the experiment must be conducted 
differently depending upon which type of final state is pro- 
duced. If a CP eigenstate results from the decay (as is the 
case in many of the interesting modes involving a $J), then the 
particle or antiparticle nature of the parent B must be estab- 
lished by searching for and identifying the decay of the other 
associated B in the event. This technique is complicated if the 
other B is a B” which has mixed into a B” (for this reason, if 
the other B is charged, there is less ambiguity in the determi- 
nation of the parentage of the interesting decay final state) or 
if there is multiple BB production in the 40 TeV event. On 
the other hand, if the CP violating effects are to be found by 
comparison of CP conjugate decays such as Bj -+ K+r- ver- 
sus Bi -+ K-s+, the comparison can be conducted without 
reference to the other B decay. 

In both cases, searches for CP asymmetries are complicated 
by potential differences in the relative initial populations of B 
and B mesons. Such differences can arise from preferential 

hadronization into baryons of b quarks relative to 8 quarks 
(due to the presumably slightly larger probability of finding 
two light quarks in the final state of a 40 TeV pp interaction 
relative to the probability of finding two light antiquarks). This 
preferential hadronization into baryons can lead to a depletion 
of b quarks available for B meson formation and, therefore, 
to asymmetries in the initial populations of the samples of B 
and B mesons decaying into final states of interest. An ex- 
perimental determination of this asymmetry (which could fake 
a CP violating asymmetry if not taken into account) must be 
undertaken. This asymmetry in initial population of B and B 
mesons can be determined by the measurement of a final state 
such ss B -+ $K-r+ and its charge conjugate which is not 
supposed to exhibit (according to the standard model) any CP 
violating asymmetries. This measurement will allow the de- 
termination of asymmetries due to experimental systematics 
ss well as asymmetries due to different initial B and B meson 
populations. 

Such a technique, however, has a pitfall. The modes which 
are expected to show the smallest CP violating effects as pre- 
dicted by the standard model may in fact be the modes which 
are the most sensitive to new physics. The existence of other 
objects (fourth generation quarks, new Higgs bosons, horizonal 
gauge bosons, etc) will enlarge the K - M  matrix or allow for 
other types of CP violation which may either add to or sub- 
tract from the effects which are predicted by considering only 
the current players in the standard model. It may well be that 
the most sensitive place to look for.new physics is in B de- 
cays where CP violation is expected to be small. The moral of 
experimentation in this area of physics may well be to ‘look 
where nothing is expected to be found” in order to have the 
maximum sensitivity and lever arm for detecting new effects. 

All of the above considerations must be taken into account 
in evaluating the capabilities of the TASTER for detecting CP 
violating effects. An investigation of the sensitivity for doing 
CP searches has been carried out in Ref. 15 using the strategy - 
of triggering and tagging on the b + cl, + . . . + p+p- + . . . 
decays. The authors of this paper find, using Monte Carlo 
calculations of the TASTER acceptance and estimates of var- 
ious experimental efficiencies, that 3906 Bd or BJ + $4 -+ 
/A+c(- K+K- decays (with the opposite side B, identified as 
to its charge) can be accumulated in a one year run (10’ sec- 
onds) at a luminosity of 1032/cm2 set if the branching ratios 
given in Ref. 31 are correct, and if strategies can be developed 
whereby as much as 5% of the opposite side B,f can be deter- 
mined to be a X3 or B. A 2% difference due to CP violation is 
expecteda between the partial rates for B and for B decaying 
into this final state (about a one sigma effect). 

The same sort of evaluation, but searching for CP violating 
asymmetries in the decays &j or & + $JKS yields a sample 
of 2600 events (with an opposite side B, identified as to its 
charge) within which to detect an estimated 8% asymmetry 
(about a 3 sigma effect). The comparison of these two exam- 
ples serves to point out the advantages which larger ssymme- 
tries produce. Since the statistical error decreases as l/a, 
the smaller asymmetries are more difficult to see even if there 
is a larger data sample available for the search. These sorts 
of studies, as done thus far, have only roughly estimated some 
of the factors necessary for determining the size of the final 
data sample that can be accumulated in a few modes. Many 
other modes, where the asymmetries and branching rates may 
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be larger or smaller need to be investigated. Furthermore, if 
strategies for more effective tagging (assumed to be 5% of the 
Bu’s in these analyses) of the particle or antiparticle nature 
of the decaying meson can be developed, as through semilep 
tonic decays, then the statistical significance of the messure- 
ments under discussion can be greatly improved. In addition, 
searches for differences in the time distributions between cer- 
tain B and l!? modes (like B, -+ D-K+ versus B, 4 D+K-) 
may be a much more sensitive way of searching for CP asym- 
metries. Finally, the summing of various exclusive modes may 
be attempted to increase statistics. As things now stand, much 
remains to be done, but the development of a trigger strategy 
is quite encouraging. While difficult, detection of CP violation 
in the B system seems at least within the realm of feasibility 
at the SSC with a tailored device such as the TASTER. 
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